
Foundation For Allen Schools Grant Application

Let's get to know you!

First Name Mary

Last Name Interrante

Preferred name/name that you go by: Mary

Email Address mary.interrante@allenisd.org

Best phone number to reach you at: 19727270580

Campus Reed Elementary School

Grade(s) 2

I have co-applicants: No

Please provide your work-related Facebook contact
information. Not Answered

Please provide your work-related Twitter contact
information. Not Answered

Project Information

Name of Grant Fine Tuning with a STEAM-y Flourish

Please select the MAIN curriculum area your grant
addresses. English Language Arts (Elementary) & Dyslexia

Does your grant have a technology component? No

Does your grant have a need or requirement that will
change, alter, or require any maintenance to Allen ISD

Properties?
No

Will other campuses be involved/impacted? No

Will other grades be involved/impacted? No

How many students will be involved in this grant? 60

Are there any additional funds available for this grant? No

Project Information Continued
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What is the problem, need or opportunity that this grant
will address? Describe the impact of this project on your

students.

Over the past few years, I have noticed an increasing
weakness in students of different ages (K, 2nd , 6th and

now COVID-impacted learners) at the two different
campuses I have serviced in Allen ISD. Our community,
and I believe our new emerging culture of families and
students, look less and less like they are offering young

children developmentally appropriate toys and play
opportunities to prepare these early childhood learners to

develop the fine motor skills they will need in order to
tackle activities in the traditional elementary classroom.

Students look like they do not have the facility to
manipulate each portion of their finger digits all the way

out to their finger tips. Additionally, they possess
weaknesses in their underdeveloped hands and have no

stamina to accomplish the demands of ELA work like
handwriting (more and more are in the queue for

dysgraphia testing), written communication, word work,
cut and paste, sorting, counting out small objects for

games, folding paper, and so much more. Independent
work looks more like an attempt at conquering stamina,
propping the child up to keep working, whining (which

worked for them in the virtual world or the home life that
still responds and caters to it) rather than working on

building skills in ELA. It cannot be neglected to mention
that these same students, and countless others in the
classroom, do not have life skills that impact fine motor

development and their comfort in their school day
because they cannot tie their shoes, undo buckles, fasten

or adjust backpacks, and more. There is virtually no
difficulty understanding "how" to do these activities, they

just simply do not have the fine motor facility to make
them happen. Teaching a child independence is what we
do as teachers, but fine motor facility is a deeper level of

development that must be in place before they can
accomplish it. The newest research about this topic is

equally as disturbing. Some researchers claiming this is
the difference between affluence and those without,

while others say it is COVID (I noticed it evolving when
my now 16 year old nephew was being handed an i-Pad
instead of Legos as a toddler, and my first AIM 6th grader
arrived in science 5 years ago and couldn't tie his shoes,

but could make any computer dance.) Our own
government, and governments in other countries are

studying and watching it closely. There are even
connections being made to underdeveloped manual

dexterity and future depression.
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How will the project or program be implemented?
Describe activities and tasks. Who is the target
population and in what ways will they benefit?

The program will be implemented by me in the
classroom, I will open it to my teammates, as well as to
my intervention groups in second grade. As success is
achieved, I hope to expand it to include more activities,

not just the initial The target population is 2nd grade
developing writers who need more targeted fine motor
activities offered to them to develop facility, fine motor
strength, and stamina to be better writers in all of their
subject areas, under the guise of STEAM and targeted,
specific "play" areas. A special designated area/table
(Learniture Creation Station) near teacher table with

special flexible seating to build mid-core stamina
(Learniture Active Learning Chair/Stool), yet more

movement restrictive seating than some systems I have
used in other settings in the past. At present, I do not
have any flexible seating in my room. My dream is to
include the following materials: Carson Dellosa STEM

Challenges Learning Cards--and Seasonal STEM
Learning Cards--Grades 2-5, Busy Boards (tying laces,
snaps, zippers, buckles of all sorts, straps, etc.), Lego

sets with various block sizes, Plus-Plus Building Blocks
(tiny puzzle like pieces that allow a person to endlessly
create and build from 2D to 3D objects). Many of the

building item's sizes would immediately dictate the level
of differentiation of a single activity. With for instance, the

same goal utilized: build a tower as tall as you can.
Measure and take a photo with your Chromebook. Or tell

someone how to build this in Seesaw. (Here is where
adding our 21st century AllenISD tech enhances the

opportunities to continue and share the learning.)
Fortunately though, Instead of this looking like it is drilling
"handwriting" or "writing and rewriting" remediation, in a
fun setting it is actually creating the facility that we, as
educators, have grown to expect is happening in the
home alongside bedtime reading rituals in the family
household. My plan is that this will change the course
and speed with which our students are able to acquire

the TEKs we plan and promise to uphold.

Provide a brief summary for use on the Foundation's
website and social media.

Fine Tuning with a STEAM-y Flourish in 2nd grade!
Developing fine motor skills and incorporating STEAM
design elements and activities to enhance better future

writers in all subject areas.

Which Allen ISD goals/TEKS does this project support?
Please provide 2 examples.

2.2.E The student is expected to: develop handwriting by
accurately forming all cursive letters using appropriate
strokes when connecting letters. (Strand 2 is all about

"developing and sustaining foundational language skills:
listening, speaking, reading, WRITING, and thinking--

beginning reading and WRITING...". 2.11A-E Plan,
develop, revise, edit, publish drafts and share writing.

What specific measurements will be used to evaluate the
effectiveness of the project?

I will go back to the rubric and consistently monitor and
adjust their progress with regular formal and informal

assessments and observations. I will monitor and adjust
throughout the school year, and make this a part of my

personal TTESS goals for next year.
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What teaching methods will be used to implement this
project?

The simple plan is to create a differentiated set of plans
using the STEAM materials cards, a rubric of simple
facility tasks and questions, and quickly assessing

student's needs with 3 different leveled groups to service.
I will model it briefly with a mini lesson at teacher table at
the beginning of the week, and the activity will continue

to be a part our regular rotations or stations. I will monitor
and adjust throughout and teach the children to set goals

and self evaluate with a simple end of week quarter
sheet.

What is the project timeline and the date of
implementation?

This can easily be implemented by simply ordering the
materials (these sets of STEM materials utilize simple

everyday office and household supplies, as opposed to
some that require extensive kits and cost), evaluating the
needs, teaching a skill at teacher table, and including it

as a rotation during the ELA, science, or math block. With
materials ordered promptly at the beginning of

September 2022, I would hope it could be up and running
by the ending of September 2022.

Explain how this idea or project enhances/supports Allen
ISD curriculum or existing systems.

Unquestionably, this could stimulate fine motor,
neurological, and positive psychological development for
every student in the classroom as they would hone in on

the facility they need to communicate in written
communication in ELA and all subject areas, and

potentially avoid the pitfalls of being limited by physical
constraints that seem beyond the child's control, but

could be enhanced by encouraging differentiation and
STEAM activities in the process. I would like to make this

a dominant part of my professional goal in TTESS and
track it throughout the school year.

Project Budget

Total Grant Budget Requested: 1483.00

Project Budget Set Number 1

Item Type General Supplies

List item to be purchased under item category: Learniture Creation Station Workbench Kit 60"x30"x36",
adjustable

Unit Cost 790.00

Quantity 1

Total cost of items in this category: 790.00

Project Budget Set Number 2

Item Type General Supplies

List item to be purchased under item category: Learniture Active Learning Chair/Stool 18"H

Unit Cost 85.00

Quantity 4

Total cost of items in this category: 340.00

Project Budget Set Number 3
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Item Type Instructional Supplies or Resources

List item to be purchased under item category:
Carson Dellosa STEAM Challenges Learning Cards --

Grades 2-5 (Regular Challenges and Season
Challenges)

Unit Cost 15.00

Quantity 2

Total cost of items in this category: 30.00

Project Budget Set Number 4

Item Type Instructional Supplies or Resources

List item to be purchased under item category: Legos Classic Large Creative Brick Box

Unit Cost 43.00

Quantity 1

Total cost of items in this category: 43.00

Project Budget Set Number 5

Item Type Instructional Supplies or Resources

List item to be purchased under item category: Lego DUPLO Classic Deluxe Brick Box Starter Set and
Storage Box

Unit Cost 50.00

Quantity 1

Total cost of items in this category: 50.00

Project Budget Set Number 6

Item Type Instructional Supplies or Resources

List item to be purchased under item category: Plus-Plus Building Blocks (set of 1,200)

Unit Cost 60.00

Quantity 1

Total cost of items in this category: 60.00

Project Budget Set Number 7

Item Type Instructional Supplies or Resources

List item to be purchased under item category: Busy Board

Unit Cost 35.00

Quantity 2

Total cost of items in this category: 70.00

Project Budget Set Number 8
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Item Type General Supplies

List item to be purchased under item category: Scotch tape, masking tape, paper, straws, wooden
sticks, foam sticks, foil, other miscellaneous items.

Unit Cost 100.00

Quantity 1

Total cost of items in this category: 100.00

NGB

First
Name Last Name Email NGB Record Letter

Ardath Streitmatter ardath.streitmatter@allenisd.org RN239127

Name:
Rec240675,

Status:
Submitted

Click on the 'Edit' button
to replace this with your

letter.

NGB Custom Questions and Answers

Rec240675

I certify that this would be a good use of funds for our
school and this grant supports the district goals and/or
our campus improvement plans. **Do NOT include any

identifiers, such as: campus name, your name, teacher's
name or mascot **

Approve

Please provide comments/feedback for the applicant:
Your grant application addresses a much needed area to

close the achievement gap and develop our students'
writing skills for future success!

Almost done!

Not Available
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